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Turbulent heat transfer at low Reynolds numbers in stationary and rotating straight square ducts was
simulated using the large-eddy simulation technique. For the rotating square duct flows, the rotation
axis was parallel to two opposite walls of the duct. The pressure-driven flow was assumed to be
hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed. A constant and uniform heat flux distribution in
the axial direction was applied at the four smooth walls of the forced and mixed convection flows.
Two boundary conditions for the thermal energy equation were examined: constant peripheral wall
temperature and uniform peripheral wall heat flux. Computations were carried out using a
second-order finite volume code with a localized one-equation dynamic subgrid scale model. For the
simulated nonrotating flows, there were significant differences of about 16% in the overall Nusselt
numbers, depending on the type of thermal boundary condition applied at the walls. This was
because of the presence of the corners. Simulations of mixed convection arising from the centrifugal
buoyancy effect showed that the turbulence level of the flow was strongly influenced by the
centrifugal buoyancy effect. At the rotation rate considered, the overall Nusselt numbers and the
turbulence levels of the flow were not greatly affected by the type of boundary conditions for
temperature applied at the walls. However, temperature fluctuation intensities noticeably increased
when a uniform peripheral heat flux was imposed at the walls. © 2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1489684#

I. INTRODUCTION

Heat transfer rates in straight ducts subjected to rotation
around an axis perpendicular to the streamwise flow direc-
tion are influenced by the induced Coriolis and centrifugal
buoyancy forces. Rotating channel studies have shown that
the Coriolis force affects the turbulence level of the flow.1–3

Turbulent mixing of fluid particles is enhanced in the regions
of the flow where the stratification of the streamwise mo-
mentum is unstable with respect to the Coriolis force ~pres-
sure side!, whereas mixing is reduced where the stratification
of the streamwise momentum is stable ~suction side!. In fi-
nite aspect ratio ducts, the Coriolis force generates persistent
secondary flows, which contribute to the mixing processes
between the stable and unstable sides of the duct.4,5 At high
rotation rates, density gradients within the flow may produce
different centrifugal accelerations in regions of the flow with
different local temperatures.6,7 This complex physical situa-
tion, where the rotation effects are linked through the
coupled nonlinear momentum and thermal energy differen-
tial balances, has important implications in technological
fields such as internal blade cooling, where flow and heat
transfer take place in rotating devices.

Heat transfer processes in wall-bounded flows are influ-
enced by the heating or cooling mechanisms at the walls.
Numerical simulations usually model the peripheral heat
transfer flux by imposing uniform constant temperature6,8–10

or a uniform heat flux4,11 along the whole surface of the
walls. A uniform heat flux axial distribution and constant
wall temperature at a given axial position has been used in
numerical studies dealing with heat transfer in nonrotating
fully developed channel flow.11 This boundary condition sets
temperature fluctuations on the walls to zero by assuming
high heat conduction along the duct periphery. However, cer-
tain conditions, such as low thermal conductance of the
walls, the presence of sharp corners, and the coexistence of
regions of the flow with different turbulence levels can pro-
duce significant variation in the wall temperatures along the
duct periphery. In these situations, the wall temperature dis-
tributions can be modeled by the uniform heat flux boundary
condition, which has been used to study the wall temperature
fluctuations produced by the near-wall turbulent structures in
channel flows.12,13 Information obtained from the tempera-
ture fluctuation intensities at the walls can be used to predict
thermal fatigue in the solid boundary structure.

This study analyzes turbulent forced and mixed convec-
tion arising from the centrifugal buoyancy force in stationary
and rotating square ducts at low Reynolds numbers. The ef-
fects of two different thermal boundary conditions that allow
different levels of temperature fluctuations at the walls are
examined. A second-order finite volume code with a local-
ized dynamic one-equation subgrid scale model14 has been
used to numerically solve the governing transport equations
for several combinations of system parameters ~rotational
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and Grashof numbers and thermal boundary conditions!. The
physical and mathematical models are described in Sec. II
and the results are presented and discussed in Sec. III.

II. MODEL

Figure 1 shows the physical model of the straight duct
and the coordinate system adopted. The entire system rotates
with a constant positive angular velocity, V, parallel to the z
direction. Figure 1 also shows the components of the Corio-
lis acceleration. The radius of rotation, R5AXr

2
1Y r

2, is as-
sumed to be constant, which is the case in the coolant pas-
sages of a turbine blade whose height is smaller than the
radius of the turbine rotor disc. The externally imposed pres-
sure gradient between the inlet and the outlet of the duct can
drive the flow radially inwards @Fig. 1~a!# or radially out-
wards @Fig. 1~b!#. The four walls are smooth and they are
heated with a constant and uniformly distributed heat flux
along the axial direction. The physical properties of the fluid
with a Prandtl number of 0.71 are assumed to be constant
with temperature. Only a linear dependence of the tempera-
ture on density is taken into account to model the centrifugal
buoyancy effect according to the Boussinesq approximation.

The gravitational inertia is neglected in comparison with
the rotational induced centrifugal effect. Two different ther-
mal boundary conditions at the duct walls have been inves-
tigated and are denoted as H1 and H2 following the nomen-
clature of Shah and Bhatti.15 The H1 boundary condition
assumes a constant axial wall heat flux with constant periph-
eral wall temperature, while the H2 boundary condition as-
sumes a constant axial wall heat flux with uniform peripheral
wall heat flux. The H1 and H2 boundary conditions idealize

practical situations in which the axial heat rate per duct
length is constant and the wall conductance ~C!, defined in
Eq. ~1!, has high and low values, respectively.

C5k*d*5

kw

k

D

d
. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, k* is the ratio between the wall (kw) and the fluid
~k! thermal conductivities and d* is the ratio between the
hydraulic diameter of the duct ~D! and the wall thickness ~d!.

The large-eddy simulation ~LES! technique has been
chosen to keep the computational requirements at a moderate
level. LES is based on decomposition of the flow variables
into a large-scale ~or resolved! component and a subgrid
scale component. The resolved scales and the corresponding
governing transport equations are defined by the filtering op-
eration. The nondimensional filtered continuity, Navier–
Stokes and energy transport equations are
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respectively. The scales used to obtain the nondimensional
variables are the hydraulic diameter ~D! and the average fric-
tion velocity (ut) based on the pressure gradient, see Eq. ~5!.
Temperature and pressure have been scaled with the friction
temperature (Tt5qw9 /rCput) and rut

2, respectively. Accord-
ing to the definition of u used here, u5(T2^T&w)/Tt ,
positive/negative values of u correspond to higher/lower lo-
cal temperatures with respect to the peripherally averaged
wall temperature ^T&w , at a given axial position. The nondi-
mensional parameters in Eqs. ~2!–~4! are the Reynolds num-
ber (Ret5utD/n), the rotational number (Rot52VD/ut),
the Prandtl number (Pr5n/a5mCp /k), and the Grashof
number (Grt5RV2bTtD3/n2).

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~3a! corre-
sponds to the nondimensional imposed constant pressure gra-
dient along the x direction. In Eqs. ~3a! and ~4!, the terms
]t i j /Vx j and ]h j /]x j , which are the SGS contributions to
the momentum and energy transfers, arise from the filtering
of the Navier–Stokes and thermal energy equations. The fifth
and sixth terms on the right-hand side of Eq. ~3a! are the
Coriolis and the centrifugal buoyancy terms, respectively. It
can be seen that the centrifugal buoyancy term has only been
considered in the x-momentum equation by assuming Xr

@Y r . The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~4! corre-
sponds to ud^T&w /dx , according to the assumption that the
flow and thermal fields are fully developed ~i.e., the wall
temperature ensemble averaged over the x direction increases

FIG. 1. Physical model and coordinate system. ~a! Outward flow, ~b! inward
flow.
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linearly along the x direction and therefore, d^T&w /dx
5dTb /dx54qw9 /rCpUb , where Tb and Ub are the dimen-
sional bulk temperature and the bulk velocity, respectively!.

The nondimensionalization of the temperature field and
the decomposition of the pressure field into a constant mean
value and a fluctuating term have been chosen to apply pe-
riodic boundary conditions for u i , p, and u at x50 and x
5Lx . Pallares and Davidson5 reported that time and
x-direction averaging should be carried out for about 50 le-
tots ~10 000 time steps! in an isothermal fully developed ro-
tating square duct flow to obtain representative averaged
flow fields.

It can be seen that the second part of the last term in Eq.
~3a!, which corresponds to the rotational centrifugal buoy-
ancy effect in the x-momentum equation, is not periodic be-
cause it contains the streamwise coordinate. However, for the
flow conditions simulated in this study the maximum value
of the term, 2Grt /Ret

2((4x22Lx)/Ub), is 2.5% of the mean
imposed pressure gradient, which is the driving force of the
flow in the x direction. This shows that the flow, in the range
of nondimensional parameters studied, can be considered as
a good approximation hydrodynamically and thermally fully
developed in the computational domain used. Consequently,
this term has been neglected and Eq. ~3a! can be rewritten as
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The governing transport equations @Eqs. ~2!, ~3b!, and ~4!#
and boundary conditions have been solved numerically with
the CALC–LES code,16,17 a second-order accuracy finite
volume code that uses central differencing of the diffusive
and convective terms on a collocated grid and a Crank–
Nicolson scheme for the temporal discretization. The cou-
pling between the velocity and pressure fields was solved
efficiently by an implicit, two-step, time advancement
method and a multigrid solver18 for the resulting Poisson
equation.

In this study, the subgrid scale stresses have been com-
puted following the localized one-equation dynamic
SGS model proposed by Kim and Menon.14 The complete
formulation of the SGS model can be found elsewhere.5,19

As in other SGS models, the anisotropic part of the SGS
stress tensor is assumed to be aligned with the resolved
local strain rate tensor (t i j2d i jtkk/3522nSGSS i j) and the
SGS heat fluxes (h j) are modeled in analogy to t i j (h j

52aSGS]u/]x j). The model used enables the calculated
SGS viscosity (nSGS) to vary in space and time without any
spatial averaging of the model coefficients. It is important to
note that a localized SGS model is essential in the simula-
tions of the rotating duct or channel flows because of the
stabilizing/destabilizing effect of rotation on turbulence in
different regions of the flow.

According to a priori tests,8 the SGS Prandt number
~PrSGS5nSGS /aSGS) for air ~Pr50.7! in forced convection
channel flow ranges from PrSGS'0.4 in the central part of
the channel to PrSGS'1 near the wall. Turbulent forced con-

vection channel flow using constant SGS Prandtl number
(PrSGS50.4! was initially carried out19 and profiles of the
mean temperature and turbulence heat fluxes were in very
good agreement with DNS of Kasagi et al.11 On the other
hand, the comparison of two simulations of forced convec-
tion in a rotating duct at Rot51.5 using PrSGS50.4 and
PrSGS50.8 showed no significant differences in the primary
statistics of the flow. For these reasons PrSGS50.4 has been
used in all the simulations.

The computational domain, with dimensions Lx'6D ,
Ly5D , Lz5D , was divided into 66366366 grid nodes.
These were uniformly distributed along the x direction,
Dx1'29, in which periodic boundary conditions were im-
posed for velocity, pressures, and temperature, while tanh
distributions were used to stretch the nodes near the walls
where no-slip condition for velocity was applied. For the
Reynolds number considered, the minimum and maximum
grid spacing in wall coordinates in the directions perpendicu-
lar to the walls are (Dy1)min5(Dz1)min'0.4 and
(Dy1)max5(Dz1)max'9. A constant wall temperature, uw

50 ~i.e., uw8 50! was imposed at the four walls when the H1
boundary conditions was simulated, while a constant value
of the nondimensional temperature gradient perpendicular to
the wall was used for the thermal boundary condition H2
(]u/]n)w52Ret Pr ~i.e., uw8 Þ0!.

Large-eddy simulations of the non-rotating channel
(Ret5194, Re'6200! and duct flows (Ret5300, Re
'4500!, and rotating channel flows (Ret5194, Rot51.5,
and Rot53.6) using the CALC–LES code with the grid
resolution used in this study compare favorably with DNS
and experimental data in previous studies.5,19 Pallares and
Davidson19 showed that the increase in the turbulent activity
generated by rotation in channel flows up to Rot53.6 is
adequately reproduced by the grid spacing used in this study.

Simulations of forced convection were started from iso-
thermal fully developed instantaneous flow fields at Ret

5300. The sampling procedure for obtaining the average
velocity and temperature fields and the turbulent intensities
was not started until the flow was statistically fully devel-
oped. The flow quantities were averaged along the homoge-
neous x direction and in time over about 50–70 nondimen-
sional time units representing about 140–180 h of CPU time
using one CPU of an Origin 2000 SGI computer. Mixed
convection results were obtained using instantaneous fully
developed forced convection fields as initial conditions.
Simulations were conducted until a new statistically steady
state was reached. The macroscopic momentum and energy
balances for the averaged flow and thermal fields were
within 0.1% in all the simulations in this study.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Mean flow and temperature fields

Table I shows the set of simulations carried out in this
study, in which the Reynolds number based on the friction
velocity was kept constant ~Ret5300! ~i.e., constant im-
posed pressure gradient!. Turbulent forced convection in a
nonrotating square duct flow has been computed as the ref-
erence case and to determine the effect of the H1 and H2
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boundary conditions, which to our knowledge has not been
previously reported. Three different Grashof numbers, Grt
50, Grt519000, and Grt529000 have been used in the
simulations of the rotating flows, in which the rotation num-
ber (Rot51.5) was kept constant to analyze the influence of
the centrifugal buoyancy effect. All the rotating cases were
calculated with the H1 and H2 thermal boundary conditions.
The nondimensional averaged friction velocities ~ut), bulk
velocities (Ub) and bulk temperatures (Ub) for the whole set
of simulations are shown in Table I. The nondimensional
parameters based on the bulk velocity and the hydraulic di-
ameter ~Re5RetUb , Ro5Rot /Ub! have been also included
in Table I. The averaged turbulent kinetic energy ~K! in Table
I has been scaled with the bulk velocity to make the values at
different Reynolds numbers more comparable.

The set of nondimensional parameters (Ret5300, Rot

51.5, Pr50.71, and Grt59000, 0, 29000) has been cho-
sen because it is possible to carry out experiments20 in long
small ducts ~R51.5 m, D50.01 m! at moderate rotation
speeds ~V536 rad/s! using air flows (Ub57.5 m/s! at ambi-
ent temperature (T05293 K! and pressure. In these condi-
tions, small wall heat fluxes (qw9 '200 W/m2, i.e., Grt

'9000) produce wall temperatures that are about 5 °C
higher than the bulk temperature of the fluid. This difference
in temperature induces maximum variations in density, ther-
mal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of 1.5%, 0.8%,
0.6%, respectively. This shows that for these physical situa-
tions, using the Boussinesq approximation is justified.

Figure 2 shows the resolved averaged thermal and flow
fields for the flow conditions simulated in this study. Con-
tours of the streamwise velocity component and the cross
stream vector field are shown in the right half of the duct in
Figs. 2~a!–2~d!, while temperature contours are shown in the
left half. The distributions of the local heat fluxes for the H1
flows and wall temperatures for the H2 flows on the periph-
ery of the duct are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively.

1. Forced convection in a nonrotating duct

Averaged thermal and velocity fields of turbulent forced
convection flows in a nonrotating square duct are symmetri-
cal to the wall and corner bisectors.21,22 Time and x-averaged
fields have been averaged in the eight octants of the cross
section of the duct. The maximum difference between octant
averaged fields and time and x-averaged fields was about 3%
for U and U. Figure 2~a! shows that the mean cross-stream
flow consists of eight counter-rotating vortices, which are

distributed in pairs in the four quadrants of the duct. These
secondary flows convect cold high momentum fluid from the
central region of the duct to the corner region along the cor-
ner bisectors as can be deduced from the distortion of the
contours of temperature and axial velocity component,
shown in Figs. 2~a1!–2~a3!. Present predictions of the bulk
velocity (Ub515.1ut) and averaged turbulent kinetic energy
(K52.1ut

2) agree well with the DNS values from
Gavrilakis21 at the same value of Ret (Ub514.7ut and K
52.1ut

2).
Comparison of Figs. 2~a1! ~H1 flow! and 2~a2! ~H2

flow! shows that, away from the wall, the H2 thermal field
has lower temperatures and higher temperature gradients
than the H1 thermal field. This is especially so near the cor-
ners, where the averaged temperature of the H2 flow is
higher than the peripherally averaged wall temperature ~i.e.,
U.0!. It can be seen, for example, that the distance between
the contours U5210 and U5215 is almost twice as long in
Fig. 2~a1! as it is in Fig. 2~a2!. It should be noted that the
imposed average heat flux around the periphery of the duct is
in the same in both thermal fields. Consequently, the simu-
lated H1 and H2 flows have the same values of d^T&w /dx
and dTb /dx . Near the corners, where the flow is almost stag-
nant, the H2 boundary condition produces a higher local wall
heat flux than the H1 flow. Accordingly, the nondimensional
bulk temperature (Ub) and the Nusselt number (Nu
5h D/k52Ret Pr/Ub) for the H2 flow are as in laminar
forced convection in a square duct15 about 16% lower than
for the H1 flow ~see Table I!. The Nusselt number for the H1
flow ~Nu514.56! is as predicted by Gnielisky’s correlation.23

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show that at Rot50 low wall heat
transfer rates for the H1 flow @Fig. 3~a!# and high wall tem-
peratures for the H2 flow @Fig. 3~b!# occur near the corners
according to the reduced main strains (]U/]y and ]U/]z)
and, therefore, the streamwise convection heat transfer in
these regions. Local heat transfer distribution at the bottom
wall @Fig. 3~a!# for the H1 flow has two symmetrically dis-
tributed absolute maxima at about 0.18 D from the sidewalls.
The positions of these maxima agree with the positions of
the local maximum friction velocities (ut), according to the
conventional analogy of the momentum and heat transfer in
the viscous sublayer. This analogy can be written, using the
present adimensionalization, as Pr ]U/]y'2]U/]y . The
H2 boundary condition imposes a constant heat flux along
the wall. Figure 3~b! shows the corresponding wall tempera-
ture distributions at Rot50. Note that in these conditions,

TABLE I. Mean flow quantities for the different flow conditions simulated at Ret5300 and Pr50.71.

Rot Grt BC ^u*&w Ub Ub Ro Re Nu 100 K /Ub
2

H1 214.6 14.560 15.1 0 4500 0.94
H2 216.9 12.570 1.000H1 212.6 16.8413.0 0.12 3900 0.51H2 212.6 16.89

1.5

9000 H1 1.127 16.0 212.0 0.09 4800 17.72 0.95
29000 0.842 10.1 213.7 0.15 3000 15.51 0.39

9000 H2 1.123 15.8 212.0 0.09 4700 17.78 0.97
29000 0.849 10.2 213.5 0.15 3100 15.79 0.38
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the analogy between momentum and heat transfer in the vis-
cous sublayer does not hold, because the boundary condi-
tions for the momentum and energy equations are different.
It can be inferred from Fig. 3~b! that the heat conduction
along the wall between the hot corners and the cold wall
bisectors tends, for the present nonrotating flow conditions,
to inhibit the presence of local temperature minima at the
wall away from the wall bisector.

2. Forced convection in a rotating duct

Time and x-direction averaged fields in a rotating duct at
Ret5300 tend to be symmetric with respect to the horizontal
wall bisector ~z50.5! as the sampling size is increased.5 Con-
sequently, time and x-direction averaged fields have been

further averaged with respect to z50.5. Maximum differ-
ences between the time and x-averaged fields in the two
halves of the cross section are about 3% for U and U.

At the rotation rate considered in this study (Rot51.5),
the cross-stream velocity field of a forced convection flow
@Fig. 2~b2!#, consists of two large and two small counter-
rotating cells. The large cells, generated by the vertical com-
ponent of the Coriolis force ~see Fig. 1!, convect hot low
momentum fluid from the stable side to the unstable side
across the central part of the duct. Correspondingly, there
were ascending currents near the side walls where the
streamwise velocity component and, therefore, the vertical
Coriolis force were reduced by the presence of the walls.
This convective transport displaces maxima of the axial ve-

FIG. 2. Resolved averaged mean flow and thermal fields at Ret5300 and Pr50.71 in terms of axial velocity component and temperature contours and
cross-stream vector fields. Continuous-line contours correspond to flow and thermal fields obtained with the H1 boundary condition and dotted line contours
correspond to flow and thermal fields with the H2 boundary condition. ~a! Forced convection in a nonrotating duct, ~b! forced convection in a rotating duct
at Rot51.5, ~c! mixed convection in a rotating duct at Rot51.5 and Grt529000, and ~d! mixed convection in a rotating duct at Rot51.5 and
Grt519000. The vectors located near the bottom right of the graphs have a unit length. In Figs. 1~b!—1~d! only half of the vectors in each direction are
shown.
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locity component and minima of temperature towards the
bottom corners @see Figs. 2~b1! and 2~b2!#. At the Reynolds
and rotational numbers considered, the level of turbulence on
the stable side was considerably reduced owing to the stabi-
lization of the flow in the central part of the duct to a Taylor–
Proudman regime, which is characterized by the absence of
streamwise vorticity. As Fig. 2~b1! shows, temperatures were
higher on the stable side where the effect of the rotation was
stabilizing ~i.e., turbulence intensities and main shear
stresses were lower than in the nonrotating cases5!. On the
unstable side, where rotation imposes unstable x-momentum
stratification, stretched small turbulence-driven secondary
flows occurred below the corner bisectors and the turbulence
level of the flow was higher than in the nonrotating case.5
This considerably decreased the temperature of the fluid in
this region @see Fig. 2~b1!#. As shown in Table I, the overall
effect of rotation was stabilizing. It produced a reduction,
compared with the nonrotating case, of the overall turbulence
level of the flow by about 44%. Figure 2~b1! shows that the
isotherms corresponding to the H1 boundary condition ~con-
tinuous lines! were, like the U contours @Fig. 2~b2!#, strati-
fied in the central part of the duct, which indicates the ab-
sence of heat transfer along the z direction. On the other
hand, the H2 thermal field in Fig. 2~b1! ~dotted lines! had
important temperature gradients in the z direction, as previ-

ously reported by Murata and Mochizuki4 at higher Reynolds
numbers. Table I shows that, for the present rotating flow
conditions, the H1 and H2 flows produce similar Nusselt
numbers which are about 16% ~H1! and 35% ~H2! higher
than the corresponding nonrotating cases despite the reduc-
tion of the Reynolds number. This increase of the Nusselt
numbers can be attributed, considering the reduction of the
overall turbulence level of the flow, to the augmentation of
the role of secondary cells in convecting thermal energy
from the hot stable side to the cold unstable side.

As can be inferred from Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, rotation
enhances heat transfer mechanisms on the unstable ~y50!
and lateral walls and decreases heat transfer rates on the
stable wall ~y51!, according to the changes that the cross-
stream convection, generated by rotation, produces in the x
momentum field. It can be seen in Fig. 3~a! that the position
of maximum local heat transfer for the H1 flow on the hori-
zontal walls, as well as that of local ut ~not shown!, shifted
towards the corners as the rotation number Rot increased
from 0 to 15. Comparison of Figs. 2~a3! to 2~b2! shows that
convection of high x-momentum fluid by the secondary ve-
locities towards the bottom corners increased the local main
shear stress (]U/]y) in these regions. Local wall heat fluxes
near the bottom/top corners increased/decreased at Rot

51.5 according to how rotation affected the averaged veloc-

FIG. 3. Distributions of local wall heat fluxes ~a! and wall temperatures ~b! along the duct periphery. Note that for the case H1, uw[0 and for the case H2
qw9 [0.
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ity fields @see Figs. 2~a3! and 2~b2!#. The wall temperature
distribution at Rot51.5 for the H2 flow @Fig. 3~b!# shows
that corner temperatures were lower than for the nonrotating
H2 flow. Local minimum wall temperatures on the horizontal
walls were at 0.1 D, which corresponds to the location of the
maximum local friction velocity and the stagnation point
generated by large and small cells @see Fig. 2~b2!#.

3. Mixed convection in a rotating duct

Figures 2~c! and 2~d! show the averaged thermal and
velocity fields of the mixed convection flows at Grt

529000 and Grt59000, respectively. Averaged fields of the
H1 flows are represented by continuous lines, while averaged
thermal and velocity distributions of H2 flows are repre-
sented with dotted lines. the cross-stream vector fields in
Figs. 2~c2! and 2~d2! correspond to the H1 boundary condi-
tion. Secondary flow vector fields at the H2 flows are very
similar to those in Figs. 2~c2! and 2~d2! and have been omit-
ted.

Centrifugal buoyancy in the x-momentum equation,
2Grtu/Ret

2 @see Eq. ~3b!#, can adopt positive or negative
values depending on the sign of the Grashof number and u.
The sign of the Grashof number is determined by the direc-
tion of the flow with respect to the axis of rotation ~see Fig.
1!. Centrifugal buoyancy tends to accelerate flows when
Grt.0 and u,0 or when Grt,0 and u.0, i.e., buoyancy-
assisted flow. Correspondingly, it decelerates flow in regions
where u.0 when Grt.0 and where u,0 when Grt,0, i.e.,
buoyancy-opposed flow.

When centrifugal buoyancy is considered the mean
x-momentum macroscopic balance can be written in nondi-
mensional form as

15^u*&w
2

2

Grt^U&V

4Ret
2 , ~5!

where ^u*&w is the average friction velocity corresponding
to the wall shear stress at the four walls and ^U&V is the time
and volume-averaged temperature. Equation ~5! shows that
when buoyancy is taken into account, the mean pressure gra-
dient between the inlet and the outlet of the duct is balanced
by the mean wall shear stress and by the centrifugal buoy-
ancy body force. Note that in the present simulations the
velocity scale is the friction velocity corresponding to mean
pressure gradient (ut), which has been kept constant in all
cases. Velocity and temperature fields in Figs. 2~c!, 2~d!, and
3~b! have been scaled with the averaged wall shear stress
friction velocities, ^u*&w , shown in Table I to make the re-
sults at GrtÞ0 easier to compare with those at Grt50.

It can be seen comparing Fig. 2~b2! ~Grt50) and Figs.
2~c2! ~Grt529000) and 2~d2! ~Grt519000) that the flow
was considerably affected by centrifugal buoyancy. Figure
2~c! shows that both the x-momentum and thermal energy
level of the rotation-stabilized flow were lower at Grt
529000. The small turbulence-driven cells below the bot-
tom corner bisectors at Grt50, shown in Fig. 2~b!, are sup-
pressed at Grt529000 @Fig. 2~c2!#. Figure 2~d2! shows that
at Grt59000 the Taylor–Proudman regime in the central
part of the duct was suppressed and both secondary cells

were enlarged. Maximum streamwise velocities were dis-
placed towards the bottom corner bisectors by the changes in
the topology of the secondary cells. Velocity contours in
Figs. 2~c2! and 2~d2! were not strongly influenced by the
type of thermal boundary condition applied at the walls. As
Table I shows, the bulk velocity and the bulk temperature
were about the same for the H1 and H2 flows at Grt

529000 and Grt519000.
Table I shows that at Grt519000 the overall turbulence

level and the Nusselt numbers of the nixed convection flows
were about 88% and 5% higher, respectively, than those of
the rotating forced convection flow. Correspondingly, the
overall turbulence level of the flow and the Nusselt numbers
were 25% and 7% lower at Grt529000 than those of the
rotating flow at Grt50. The size of these changes is partly
due to the lower rotational number, Ro ~see Table I!. To
determine the effect of the change in the bulk velocity and
therefore in the Reynolds and rotational numbers when Grt
is modified, simulations of H1 mixed convection flows,
keeping the bulk velocity constant and adjusting the driving
pressure gradient ~i.e., Re53900 and Ro50.12! were con-
ducted. The Grashof numbers based on the wall heat flux
~Gr5XrV

2bqw9 D4/kn2
5Grt Pr Ret) were 1.93106 for the

buoyancy assisted flow and 21.93106 for the buoyancy-
opposed flow at Re53900 and Ro50.12. The topology of
the averaged thermal and velocity fields of these simulations
agreed with those of simulations obtained with constant pres-
sure gradient shown in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!. The values of the
averaged turbulent kinetic energy at Re53900 and Ro50.12
for Gr51.93106 and Gr521.93106 were 0.92 and 0.40,
respectively. These agree with the values in Table I at Re
54800 ~100 K/Ub

2
50.95! and Re53000 ~100 K/Ub

2
50.39).

The averaged Nusselt numbers of the simulations at Re
53900 and Ro50.12 were 16.7 at Gr51.93106 and 16.9 at
Gr521.93106. These values differ less than 1% in com-
parison with the Nusselt number of the H1 flow at Gr50
~Nu516.84!. Consequently, the increase/decrease of the
Nusselt number shown in Table I when GrtÞ0 with respect
to the value at Grt50 can be attributed to the increase/
decrease of the Reynolds number when Grt is changed.

Figure 3~a! shows that the buoyancy-assisted effect on
the H1 flow ~Gr519000! increased local wall heat fluxes in
the stable wall, while the reduction of qw produced by the
buoyancy-opposed flow ~Gr529000! is more evident in the
unstable wall. Figure 3~b! indicates an overall increase of the
temperatures on the unstable and lateral walls and a decrease
on the stable wall for the mixed convection H2 flows in
comparison with the forced convection H2 flow.

B. Thermal energy budget

In the following discussion, for simplicity the nondimen-
sional resolved average velocities, temperature, turbulent
stresses, and turbulent heat fluxes are denoted as
U i , U , ^u i8u j8& , ^u i8u8&, respectively. The mechanisms
that affect the averaged thermal energy distribution of the
resolved flow can be determined by examining the terms of
its budget, which for a fully hydrodynamically and thermally
developed flow can be written as
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U

Ub
2S V

]U

]y
1W

]U

]z D2S ]^v8u8&

]y
1

]^w8u8&

]z D

1

1
Pr Ret

S ]2

]y2 1

]2

]z2DU1SGSU50. ~6!

It can be seen that Eq. ~6! is strongly linked to the momen-
tum budget, which was analyzed by Pallares and Davidson5

for isothermal rotating duct flow. The terms on the left-hand
side of Eq. ~6! are, from left to right, responsible for stream-
wise and cross-stream advection, turbulent transport, thermal
conduction, and subgrid scale transport. Figure 4 shows the

spatial distributions of the terms of the thermal energy bud-
get as they appear in Eq. ~6!, and the corresponding tempera-
ture profiles.

It can be seen in Figs. 4~c!–4~f! that the maximum con-
tribution of the SGS heat fluxes to the overall thermal budget
was located near the unstable wall and that it represented
about 20–25% of thermal conduction. This is consistent with
the size of the SGS viscosity relative to molecular viscosity.
For example, the maximum and the spatial average values of
^nSGS /n& for the present LES of the nonrotating duct flow
were 0.15 and 0.3. The corresponding values when the over-

FIG. 4. Thermal energy budgets along
~a! and ~b! the corner bisector, y5z ,
and ~c!–~f! horizontal walls bisector,
z50.5.
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all turbulent kinetic energy was enhanced by rotation ~i.e.,
Rot51.5, Gr519000! increase to 0.18 and 0.4, respectively.
The relatively small SGS stresses and heat fluxes in these
simulations explains why the primary statistics of the flow
depend little on the particular value of the constant SGS
Prandtl number (PrSGS50.4! selected for the simulations.

Distributions of the terms in Eq. ~6! along the wall bi-
sectors for H1 and H2 nonrotating duct flows behaved in a
similar way. There are considerable differences, however,
when comparing the profiles of the thermal energy budget
along the corner bisectors in Fig. 4~a! for the H1 flow and in
Fig. 4~b! for the H2 flow. It can be seen that SGS transport
contributed little to the overall averaged thermal budget.
Streamwise and cross-stream advection act as a sink in Eq.
~6!, according to Fig. 2~a! in which secondary flows transport
cold fluid from the central part of the duct towards the cor-
ners. Heat conduction contributes as a source in Eq. ~6! be-
cause temperatures were higher at the wall than in the fluid
and the negative temperature gradient decreased towards the
center of the duct. Near the corner, turbulent transport and
advection helped decrease the corner temperature. In the cen-
tral part of the duct, turbulence acted as a transport term
between hot fluid close to the corner and cold fluid in the
center of the duct. In this region, turbulent transport de-
creased temperature gradients, and therefore, molecular heat
conduction. Comparison of Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! indicates that
all heat transport terms are increased in the H2 flow because
of the uniform heat flux distribution imposed near the corner,
which produces relatively large temperature differences in
this region. Note that the H1 and H2 flows have been com-
puted by imposing the same averaged heat flux at the duct
periphery. As shown in Fig. 3~a! heat transfer rates in the H1
flow are increased away from the corners, where the main
shear stress attains maximum values. This makes overall heat
transfer efficiency higher than in the H2 flow.

Figure 4~c! shows how rotation affects the terms in Eq.
~6! along the horizontal wall bisectors ~z50.5! at Grt50 for
the H1 flow. As previously shown, rotation affected the flow
in two main ways: it generated persistent secondary momen-
tum transfer @see, e.g., Fig. 2~b!# and increase/decreased the
main shear stress (]U/]y) on the unstable/stable sides. Tur-
bulent transport was confined to near the bottom wall where
the friction velocity was about 10% higher than in the non-
rotating case. All mechanisms of heat transfer were present
near the unstable wall @see Fig. 4~c!#. Heat conduction from
the bottom wall was balanced with heat advection and turbu-
lent and SGS transport. In the H1 flow, the dominant mecha-
nisms were vertical and streamwise heat advection in the
stable side where the Taylor–Proudman regime developed
~i.e., ]U/]z'0 and ]U/]z'0). Thermal energy convected
to this region by the secondary flow was convected along the
streamwise direction by the axial velocity component. A
similar situation occurred in the x-momentum budget in this
region, where the imposed streamwise pressure gradient was
balanced with the vertical convection.5 These considerations
allow rewriting the thermal energy and the x-momentum
budgets in the central part of the duct for the H1 flow as

V
dU

dy
'2

4U

Ub
~7!

and

V
dU

dy
'4, ~8!

respectively. According to Pallares and Davidson,5 at Rot

51.5 the central part of the duct, where the Taylor–
Proudman regime develops, is a region in which the total
mean vorticity (vz5Rot1dU/dy) becomes approximately
zero if the main shear stress vorticity (dU/dy) which is
nearly constant is scaled with the averaged velocity in that
region, U0,

1
U0

dU

dy
1Rot'0. ~9!

Equations ~7!–~9! can be used to estimate the magnitude of
the vertical velocity component and the vertical temperature
gradient in the central part of the duct for the H1 flow by
assuming U0'Ub'U ~i.e., V'24/Rot Ub and dU/dy
'U Rot). The simplified budgets in Eqs. ~7! and ~8! show
that the vertical temperature gradient is of the same order of
magnitude as the vertical U velocity gradient and the Prandtl
number relating the vertical momentum and heat transfer
~Pr

v
5(dU/dy)/(dU/dy)) is of order 1.
Figure 4~d!, corresponding to a H2 flow at Grt50,

shows that turbulent transport of thermal energy contributed
significantly to the heat transfer between the fluid near the
top hot wall and the central part of the duct. Each contribu-
tion by the vertical and horizontal components of the turbu-
lent transport represents about 20% of the vertical heat con-
vection in the budget in Fig. 4~d!. Because of the relatively
large temperature gradient between the top wall and the cen-
ter of the duct, vertical advection, and thermal conduction on
the stable side were considerably higher in the H2 flow than
in the H1 flow. Comparison of Figs. 4~c! ~H1 flow! and 4~d!
~H2 flow! on the unstable side shows a reduction of the tur-
bulence transport and vertical convection in the H2 flow ac-
cording to the uniform distribution of wall heat flux imposed
by the H2 boundary condition.

Figures 4~e! (Grt529000) and 4~f! (Grt59000) show
how the Grashof number affected thermal energy budget for
the H2 flow along the horizontal walls bisector ~z50.5!. It
can be seen in Figs. 4~d! and 4~e! that reducing Grt from 0 to
29000 slightly increases the turbulent transport and de-
creases the wall temperatures on the stable side @see Fig.
3~b!#, where U.0 and the flow is buoyancy assisted. Corre-
spondingly, the turbulent transport is reduced in the central
part of the duct and in the unstable side, where U,0, i.e., the
flow is buoyancy opposed. The effect of increasing the
Grashof number from 0 to 9000 can be observed comparing
Figs. 4~d! and 4~f!. At Grt519000 turbulent transport in-
creases all the way along the duct cross section, especially on
the stable side where the fluid and wall temperatures are
decreased. This reduces the buoyancy-opposing effect of the
centrifugal force. In the central part of the duct, cross-stream
advection is reduced because of the intensification of turbu-
lence transport, which considerably decreases the vertical
temperature gradient.
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C. Temperature fluctuation intensities

Temperature fluctuation intensities along the horizontal
walls bisector are shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! which corre-
spond to flows at Grt50 and GrtÞ0, respectively.

It can be seen in Fig. 5~a! (Grt50) that both the H1 and
H2 boundary conditions produce the same temperature fluc-
tuations in the central part of the duct for the nonrotating
case ~Rot50). However, there are considerable differences
at distances of about 0.1 D from the wall because the H2
boundary condition allows nonzero temperature fluctuations
at the walls. The location and value of the maximum tem-
perature fluctuations scaled with the local friction tempera-
ture at the wall bisector for the H1 flow are y1'19 and
Max(u rms)'2.6, respectively. This agrees with channel flow
DNS by Kasagi et al.,11 who reported y1'18 and

Max(u rms)'2.4. Correspondingly, for the H2 flow the loca-
tion and the value of absolute maximum temperature fluctua-
tions are y1'15 and Max(u rms)'2.7, respectively. A local
maximum of temperature fluctuation is located at the wall
with a value, scaled with the local friction temperature, of
(u rms)w'2.3. These results agree with DNS of channel flow
with the H2 boundary condition carried out by Lu and
Hetsroni,12 who reported y1'18, Max(u rms)'2.7, and
(u rms)w'2.2. It can be seen that, despite the low grid reso-
lution used in this region, the present LES correctly predicts
the main characteristics of temperature fluctuation intensi-
ties.

Considerations about the spatial distributions of the Rey-
nolds stresses in rotating channels and ducts can be deduced
by analyzing the production terms of the turbulent stresses
transport equations.1,2,5 The production terms of the tempera-
ture intensity fluctuations, P(u8

2!, can be written for fully
developed flow as

P~u8
2!52

4^u8u8&

Ub
2^v8u8&

]U

]y
2^w8u8&

]U

]z
. ~10!

Computations of the averaged resolved terms of Eq. ~10! for
the present flow conditions have shown that the second and
third terms dominate the production rate over most of the
duct cross section. The first term only attains significant val-
ues where minimum temperatures occur (]U/]y5]U/]z
'0).

As shown in Fig. 5~a!, rotation decreases temperature
fluctuations near the stable wall ~y51! because of the sup-
pression of the turbulent heat fluxes @Fig. 4~c!#. It can be
seen that the fluctuation profile of the H2 flow has a marked
maximum in the center of the duct, where the term ]U/]y
and the vertical turbulent heat flux attains high values @see,
e.g., Fig. 4~d!#. On the unstable side, near the bottom wall
~y50!, the temperature fluctuation intensities of the rotating
H2 flows are lower than the corresponding rotating H1 flows
@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. This agrees with the fact that on the
unstable wall and near the wall bisector, the H1 boundary
condition allows higher local heat fluxes @see Fig. 3~a!# than
the H2 boundary condition. The positions of local minimum
of ^u8

2& near the unstable wall @Fig. 5~a!, Rot51.5# corre-
spond to the positions of absolute minimum temperatures
(]U/]y50) in the profiles in Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!.

Figure 5~b!, which corresponds to GrtÞ0, shows that at
Grt529000 temperature fluctuations in the H1 flow are
suppressed near the stable wall, while in the H2 flow they are
enhanced in this region. This is shown in Fig. 4~e! by the
increase in the turbulence transport of heat. Positive Grashof
numbers affect temperature fluctuation intensities consider-
ably @compare Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. Maximum temperature
fluctuations in the central part of the duct at Grt50 are dis-
placed towards the stable wall ~y51! at Grt59000, which
agrees with the reactivation of the turbulence transport on the
stable wall. It can be seen in Fig. 5~b!, that, especially in the
H2 flow, temperature fluctuations are high in this region.

FIG. 5. Temperature fluctuation intensities along the horizontal walls bisec-
tor, z50.5. Open and filled symbols correspond to H1 and H2 flows, respec-
tively. ~a! Forced convection flows ~Grt50); squares, Rot50; circles Rot

51.5 and ~b! mixed convection flows; triangles, Rot51.5 and Grt

519000; diamonds Rot51.5 and Grt529000.
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D. Instantaneous flow visualizations

To show the origin of the above temperature fluctuation
intensities and to illustrate the instantaneous flow structures
generated, Fig. 6 shows three instantaneous states of the H2
flow. It should be noted that the instantaneous fields of Fig. 6
only serve as examples of the state of the flow at the different
conditions considered.

Figures 6~a!, 6~b!, and 6~c! correspond to planes x53.8
@Fig. 6~a!, Rot50#, x52.0 @Fig. 6~b!, Rot51.5, Grt50#,
and x54.0 @Fig. 6~c!, Rot51.5, Grt59000!. In these fig-
ures, line and filled contours, which indicate constant values
of the instantaneous x-velocity component fluctuations (u8)
and temperature fluctuations ~u8!, respectively, are superim-
posed to the instantaneous cross-stream vector fields ~v and
w!.

Figures 6~d1! ~Rot51.5, Grt50), 6~e1! ~Rot

51.5, Grt59000), and 6~f1! ~Rot51.5, Grt59000) show
the flow structures in planes 0.4<y<0.6, 0<y<0.2, and
0.9<y<1, respectively, for the same instantaneous flow
fields shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~c!. The flow structure are
depicted in these figures using the definition of vortex core
proposed by Jeong et al.24 According to this definition the
local pressure minima generated by the core of a vortex mo-
tion can be identified with negative values of l2, the second
largest eigenvalue of the velocity gradient tensor. This defi-
nition has been used to detect and analyze quasistreamwise
structures in isothermal channel flow,24 isothermal rotating
duct flow.5 The isosurfaces of Figs. 6~d1!, 6~e1!, and 6~f1!

have been colored dark or light gray depending on the sign
of the instantaneous streamwise vorticity (vx8) to illustrate
the sense of rotation of the quasistreamwise structures. Dark
gray surfaces correspond to vx8,0 and light gray surfaces to
vx8.0.

The corresponding fluctuating vector fields and contours
of temperature fluctuations to Figs. 6~d1!, 6~e1!, and 6~f1!

are plotted in Figs. 6~d2! ~plane y50.5!, 6~e2! ~plane y50.1!,
and 6~f2! ~plane y50.9!.

Figure 6~a! (Rot50) shows, near the walls, ejections of
low momentum fluid alternated with sweeps of accelerated
flow. This alternation is uniformly distributed along the duct
periphery. There is a noticeable correspondence between re-
gions of accelerated/decelerated flow with regions of high/
low instantaneous temperature @see Figs. 6~a! and 6~d2!#.
This indicates a strong correlation between the two fluctua-
tions and therefore negative values of ^u8u8&. Points I and II,
in Figs. 6~a!, 6~d1!, and 6~d2!, indicate different views of
two ejections occurring near the walls z50 and z51. Each
ejection generates a pair of counter-rotating vortices that
convect hot low momentum fluid form the wall towards the
central part of the duct and cold high momentum fluid to-
wards the wall @see points I and II in Fig. 6~a!#. It can be seen
that the center of the vortex cores, shown in Fig. 6~a! with
white circles and Fig. 6~d1! in terms of l2 @see points I and
II in Fig. 6~d1!#, separates positive temperature fluctuations
from negative temperature fluctuations. This agrees with the
convective transport of thermal energy produced by the vor-
tical flow motion near the wall ~i.e., cold high x-momentum
fluid towards the wall and hot low x-momentum fluid away

from the wall!. Figures 6~d1! and 6~d2! show that the flow
structures and the corresponding temperature and velocity
fluctuations are inclined towards the central part of the duct.
It can be seen in Fig. 6~d2! that, as the ejections depart from
the wall, the vortical motions generate negative temperature
fluctuations and positive x-velocity fluctuations near the
wall. This temperature fluctuations distribution produced by
the vortical motion is consistent with recent results from
Matsubara et al.,25 who educed coherent structures and the
corresponding temperature fluctuation fields in a forced con-
vection H2 channel flow.

At Rot51.5 and Grt50 @Fig. 6~b!# sweeps and ejections
are confined near the unstable side. It can be seen that in the
lower half of the duct a region with high temperature, cen-
tered at y50.3 and z50.4, is located above a region of ac-
celerated flow ~y50.05 and z50.5! and surrounded by two
symmetrically distributed ejections ~y50.05, z50.3, and
y50.05, z50.7!. Several instantaneous flow fields have
shown that this situation often occurs and that temperature
fluctuations in the central part of the duct are produced when
cross-stream flow field convects hot fluid from the stable side
of the central part of the duct. Note that in the H2 flow,
temperature is on average higher along the horizontal wall
bisectors than near the side walls @Fig. 2~b1!#. In fact, spatial
distributions of the turbulent heat fluxes ~not shown! show
that in the central part of the duct both ^v8u8& and ^w8u8&
attain significant values, which agrees with the position of
the marked maximum of temperature fluctuation intensities
in the central part of the duct @Fig. 5~a!#.

Figure 6~c! and Figs. 6~e1!–6~f2! show an instantaneous
H2 flow field at Grt519000. Comparison of Figs. 4~d!, 6~b!
(Grt50) and 4~f!, 6~c! (Gt519000) indicates that the in-
crease in the main turbulent heat flux, ^u8u8&, specially near
the stable wall ~y51!, agrees with the increase in the overall
turbulence level of the flow produced by the buoyancy-
assisted effect. It can be seen comparing Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!
that turbulence activity is similar near the unstable wall
~y50!. This is also shown in Figs. 4~d! (Grt50) and 4~f!
(Grt519000), where the turbulence transport terms con-
tribute in a similar way near y50 in both cases. Figures 6~c!
~plane x54! and 6~e2! ~plane y50.1! show that a persistent
ejection occurs along the x direction near the unstable wall
bisector ~see point III!. Near the stable wall ~y51!, the
buoyancy-assisted effect generates considerable mixing, as
can be inferred comparing Figs. 6~b! and 6~c! and Figs. 4~d!
and 4~f!. The impingement on the stable wall ~y51! of the
Coriolis-driven secondary flows, which occurs near the side-
walls z50 and z51, produces a row of quasistreamwise vor-
tices near the top edges of the duct ~y51, z50 and y51,
z51! @see Fig. 6~f1!#. Accordingly, in Fig. 6~f1!, flow struc-
tures with negative/positive streamwise vorticity predomi-
nate near z50/z51. Near the stable wall bisector ~y51,
z50.5!, sweeps, marked with points IV to VII in Fig. 6~f2!,
generate pairs of counter-rotating vortices @see points IV to
VII in Fig. 6~f1!#. Comparison of Figs. 6~f1! and 6~e1! shows
that near the stable wall there is a high density of elongated
instantaneous flow structures, while structures near the un-
stable wall are shorter and more dispersed. The noticeable
turbulent activity near the stable wall at Grt519000 @see
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FIG. 6. ~Color! 2D views of instantaneous H2 flows. ~a!, ~b!, and ~c! Vertical cross sections. Line contours of streamwise velocity component fluctuations
(u8), filled contours of temperature fluctuations (u8) and cross-stream vector field (v ,w). ~a! Rot50, plane x53.8; ~b! Rot51.5, Grt50, plane x52, and
~c! Rot51.5, Grt519000, plane x54. ~d!, ~e!, and ~f! Horizontal planes ~d1!, ~e1!, and ~f1!. Instantaneous flow structures in terms of the isosurface
l252500 in planes 0.4<y<0.6 @~d1! Rot50#, 0<y<0.2 @~e1!, Rot51.5, Grt519000], and 0.9<y<1 @~f1!, Rot51.5, Grt519000]. ~d2!, ~e2!, and ~f2!.
Temperature fluctuations ~u8! and fluctuating vector field (u8,v8) in planes y50.5 @~d2!, Rot50], y50.1 @~e2!, Rot51.5, Grt519000], and y50.9 @~f1!,
Rot51.5, Grt519000].
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Figs. 6~a!, 6~f1!, and 6~f2!# agrees with the large temperature
fluctuations intensities in Fig. 5~b! along the horizontal wall
bisector.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Fully developed turbulent forced and mixed convection
flows at low Reynolds numbers in a rotating square duct has
been simulated using a second order code with a one-
equation dynamic subgrid scale model. Two boundary con-
ditions for the energy equation were examined: constant pe-
ripheral wall temperature ~H1! and uniform peripheral wall
heat flux ~H2!. For the simulated nonrotating flows, the H1
boundary condition for temperature produced a higher over-
all heat transfer rate than the H2 boundary condition because
of the presence of the corners. Analysis of the terms of the
time-averaged thermal energy budget shows that the heat
transfer processes in a rotating forced convection H1 flow
are analogous to the x-momentum transfer processes. The
variation of the wall temperature induced by rotation in the
H2 flows produced larger temperature gradients within the
fluid than the H1 flows. The H1 flow is therefore more effi-
cient in transferring heat than the H2 flow since there are no
significant differences in the overall Nusselt number of the
H1 rotating forced flow and that of the H2 rotating force
flow. The centrifugal buoyancy-assisted/-opposed effect
increases/decreases the overall turbulence of the H1 and H2
flows, according to the changes induced by rotation in the
streamwise turbulent heat flux.
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